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playable in both vr and non-vr, serve as an officer with hand tracking with full-body avatars and lip-sync.
operate as a crew to make strategic decisions and coordinate actions as captain, helm, tactical or

engineer. take command of the unique u.s. aegis, the first ship of her kind. play on the original bridge of
the legendary u. enterprise ncc-1701. join a shared galactic adventure where communication, trust, and

close coordination are the keys to victory. journey alongside the crew of the starshipvoyager as you
explore the delta quadrant and the unknown regions of space in four-player co-op and solo missions,
including famous and iconic locations such as the delta quadrant, vulcan, romulan space, and more.

players can choose their character class: the commanding captain, lt. commander, lieutenant or ensign,
and each class can specialize in science, engineering, tactical or special ops. each player will be part of a
bridge crew in the mission and can take command of the ship if their character is incapacitated. bridge
crew is developed by the team behind the 2017 hit game star trek: bridge crew and includes a set of

official star trek characters. your crew will have to deal with many challenges, such as enemy
encounters, derelict ships, secret planets, and the delta quadrant, which holds many mysteries and

dangers. we know that star trek: bridge crew is a departure from the star trek series for most fans. the
game brings into play a crew of entirely new characters, composed of new aliens and races from the star
trek franchise. it is a new star trek adventure that will take you on a journey to discover new friends and

new enemies.
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we have also released a list of the best games of 2018 with the top 10 best games according to
rising star games and the best games according to eurogamer. just click on the images below for the
list of the best games of 2018: star trek: bridge crew launches players into a single-player campaign
or heads into a multiplayer universe, where they work together as a crew to explore the galaxy, fight
enemy empires, and make strategic decisions to impact the outcome of their adventures. the game

also features a social space where players can interact with their friends and form crews. players can
join, trade, and cooperate with their friends in the game to explore the vast universe and have fun.
star trek: bridge crew is developed by frontier developments, and can be played in both vr and non-

vr modes. a unique feature of this game is the ability to explore the star trek universe in a
completely new way. travel the stars as the captain of your own starship. choose the crew that will
serve on your ship. then enter the bridge and take command of your ship and crew. in the game,

every action and decision you make together as a crew will determine the fate of your ship and crew.
star trek: bridge crew's story-driven campaign will take you on a journey through the entire star trek
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universe. you will play as captain kirk, captain picard, captain janeway, and more, and will have the
opportunity to develop a unique relationship with your crew. with 1-4 player co-op, you will also be
able to explore the universe with friends, and come together to face the challenges of space and

destiny. 5ec8ef588b
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